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Abstract. The semantic web technologies are widely accepted for annotation and publishing general knowledge and open data
that should be accessible for anyone. However, the adoption of the semantic web in the enterprises is not that common, even
though these technologies and standards solve one of the most profound challenges: data integration and alignment of multiple
systems.

The main obstacle for the enterprise semantic web are the firm security requirements in the Corporations. Even though multiple
initiatives work on solving this problem, there is no clear path for deciding which approach or system is most suitable for a given
security requirements. This paper proposes an evaluation and context dependent ranking that is based on linear combination of
the access control aspects’ numerical indicators.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, companies use multiple systems for im-
provement of their internal business processes. Often
these systems are implemented with different tech-
nologies and use various knowledge representation
formats. Integrating these systems is a challenging
task. Even though there are formats that are technol-
ogy agnostic and easy to consume, such as XML and
JSON, they fail to provide data abstraction formal-
ism. The semantic web [3] is designed to overcome
this problem and provides standards that can define the
data formats 1 together with some abstraction defini-
tions, such as what the class hierarchy, the property do-
mains and ranges 2, as well as some functional prop-
erties such as which classes are disjoint and whether
the property is symmetric 3. Another common prob-

*Corresponding author. E-mail: riste.stojanov@finki.ukim.mk.
1RDF, N3, JsonLD
2RDFS
3OWL

lem is data duplication in the distributed environments.
The Linked Open Data initiative is trying to solve this
issue and has made significant progress [4]. It pro-
vides data mapping and alignment among the integrat-
ing systems.

Each of the company’s systems is intended to model
some business process, which are initiated by au-
thorized subjects that should be previously authenti-
cated. There are multiple solutions for authentication
in distributed environments, such as single-sign-on ser-
vices [2], WebID [43][44] and OAuth [19], and there
are frameworks that enable their integration and com-
bination [41].

User’s authorization in distributed environments is
one of the challenges where improvements are needed.
The authorization is usually declared with policies that
are enforced by an access control module implementa-
tion. Even though there are standards for policy defi-
nition, such as XACML [17], most of the real systems
have separate policy formats and enforcement mod-
ules, where the authentication is their integration point.
The separate authorization definition is mainly due to
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the lack of integration in multi-domain scenarios. Mul-
tiple research groups are targeting this problem, but it
is not trivial to determinate the most suitable solution
in a given context.

Whenever it comes to deciding which authoriza-
tion module is most suitable for protection, it all be-
gins with the client requirements, which are usually in
natural language form. The security personnel should
transform these requirements into policies that will be
used by the enforcement module for system protection.
The authorization should be implemented within time
and budget frame that includes requirement transfor-
mation into policies. The time and the budget are often
determined by the team that will carry on the task. If
the team is familiar with the policy format language,
and a number of the policies that should be defined for
the requirement is not large, the time and the required
budgets are squeezed. In cases when the team does not
possess the needed skills for policy management, ad-
ditional training time is required, thus expanding the
budget.

The transformation process is carried out by hu-
mans, which makes it error prone. Higher skilled team
members will lower the probability for incorrect poli-
cies, but they cost more. The cost and the time can be
reduced with simpler policy format, which will also
lower the error probability. Possible conflicts may arise
if the policy format allows different policies to include
and exclude same resources. If there is no mechanism
for conflict detection and resolution, there is no guar-
antee that the system is correctly protected.

The authorization enforcement module can also af-
fect the correctness if it is not properly implemented
and tested. The authorization enforcement modules in-
troduce additional processing for system protection
that influences the overall performances.

2. Related work

There are multiple comparisons among the security
systems available in the literature [11,23,26]. [11] pro-
vides comparison based on access model, policy lan-
guage, protection granularity, permission model, con-
text awareness, conflict verification and evaluation as-
pects. Most of the aspects here are consequence of
the policy format and the enforcement module imple-
mentation. [26] extends the previous evaluation. The
authors here align the analyzed systems and proto-
types against aspect that are classified in the following
groups:

– Access control model
– Policy specification

∗ Granularity
∗ Partial Results
∗ Underlaying Formalism
∗ Reasoning
∗ Condition Expressiveness
∗ Evidences
∗ Interoperability

– Administration

∗ Delegation
∗ Consistency & Safety
∗ Usability
∗ Understandability

– Enforcement

∗ Negotiation
∗ Explanation
∗ Conflict Resolution

– Implementation

∗ Effectiveness
∗ Distributed Use case
∗ Flexibility & Extensibility

The policy format definition is generalized in [24]:

< S ub ject,Resource, AccessRight >

The S ub ject4 in the tuple defines the user or the
software agent for whom the policy will be activated.
The Resource provides information about the data that
will be affected by the policy, and the AccessRight de-
fines whether the policy will permit or deny access for
the subject to the required resources through some ac-
tion.

This formalization is not sufficient since it does not
model the context in which the policy activation should
be decided. Thus, in this paper will be used extended
representation of the previous format:

< Context, S ub ject,Resource, AccessRight, Action >

The AccessRight from the first formula is split into
Action and AccessRight for clarity, and the Context
is added. Table 1 present some of the analyzed ap-
proaches in respect to the later policy format.

4The subject is often referred to as agent or requester.
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Table 1
Policy formalization

Subject Context Resources AccessRight Action

Hollenbach et al.[20] IRI, Class / Document IRI + Read, Write, Control

Sacco et al.[35] SPARQL ASK / IRI, triples, graphs, few triple
patterns

+ Read, Write, Control

Tonielli et al.[46] Rules Dynamic, for policy
activation

/ +/- Domain actions

Kagal et al.[22] IRI / / +/- Domain actions

Muhleisen et al.[30] IRI / triple, IRI, Class + Query, Update

Flouris et al.[15] IRI / WHERE expressions +/- Read

S. Kirrane[24] IRI, Role / triples + static propagation
rules

+ Query

Dietzold and Auer[13] Role / SPARQL CONSTRUCT
expression

+ Read,Write

Costabello et al.[11] SPARQL ASK Static, for policy activation Resource or Graph IRI + CRUD

Franzoni et al.[16] IRI Not explained Basic Graph Pattern with
Filter

+ Read, Write

Abel et al.[1] / Static SPARQL CONSTRUCT -
like expressions

+/- Read

Chen et al.[7] Role / IRI (Class, Resource,
Property)

+/- Read

Oulmakhzoune et al.[31] / / triple patterns +/- Read

S. Kirrane[25] IRI, Class / quad patterns and filters +/- All SPARQL constructs

Considering the enforcement, there are tree general
approaches:

– Permitted data filtering/annotation. This is
storage level protection. It is closest to the VBAC
[18] access control model, where separate view,
most commonly implemented as graph [30,13] or
data annotation [16]. The data annotation or fil-
tering is expensive process in terms of processing
time and storage, but it allows easy policy testing
and design time validation. The policy action in
this approach is one of the CRUD5 or SPARQL
constructs[34]

– Query Rewriting. Each request query is rewrit-
ten, adding the protection elements to it. This is
a repository layer approach that eliminates the
cost for in-advance data annotation, trading the
implementation simplicity. Due to its complex-
ity, this approach requires extensive correctness
and performance testing, as discussed in [23]. The
policy action in these approaches is some of the
SPARQL constructs.

– Per Action. Constraining the available domain
actions. It is most widely used, but its policies are
not able to filter out the forbidden resources. It

5CRUD

is a service layer approach, which can function
best if it is combined with one of the previous ap-
proaches.

The protection aspects are usually consequence
from the policy format and the enforcement approach.
The most common aspects available in the literature
are described below.

2.1. Access Control Model

This aspect is the one against almost every research
is aligned. The following access controls can be find in
the literature (including their combinations):

– MAC: Mandatory Access Control(AC) [38] de-
fines a policy for each combination of subject and
resource. The policies are stored and managed by
central authorities. The work in [20,22] can be
categorized as MAC.

– DAC: Discretionary AC [40] extends MAC with
policy delegation for distributed environments
[25]

– RBAC: Role Based AC [39] extends the previ-
ous models with introduction fixed user groups
called roles [24,13,7,25]. This model simplifies
the policy management, since the roles signifi-
cantly lower the number of the policies.
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– ABAC: Attribute Based AC [33] allows subject
grouping based on common attribute values[35,
36] [37,46,11,9,10]. This model provides bet-
ter flexibility, since the groups are dynamic and
solves the dynamic separation of duty problem
discussed in [14].

– VBAC: View Based AC [18] is most similar with
RBAC, only it groups the resources in views. The
approaches that enforce the policies with permit-
ted data annotation and filtering are in this cate-
gory [13,11,30,15].

– CBAC: Context Based AC [8] defines that the
model provides contextual dependence [45,46]
[10,11,1,16].

2.2. Actions

This aspect define which actions are protected by the
policy, and in [11] is referred to as Permission Model.
The actions in the semantic web systems are first cat-
egorized in [20] through the WAC ontology as: Read,
Write and Control. These actions, or some of them,
are reused in the follow up works [35,15,13,16,1,7,31].
In [30] an Update action is used instead of Write, and
Query instead of Read. The Schi3ld platform [11] ex-
tends the protection for the CRUD6 actions for the
linked data platform [42].

The systems that enforce per action protection [45,
22], define policies referring to Domain Actions.

In [25] is presented most complete approach, where
the actions are the SPARQL constructs: SELECT, ASK,
CONSTRUCT, INSERT, INSERT DATA, DELETE,
DELETE DATA, COPY, CLEAR, DROP, ADD and
MOVE.

2.3. Access Rights

The access rights define whether the policy permits
or denies access to an action to interacts with resources
on behalf of a subject in a given context. When both,
permit and deny policies are available, their definition
is simpler, but conflicts may arise. If only one option
is available, the policies will require the administrator
to negate the client requirement in order to define the
policy, which has higher error probability.

This aspect is defined as a condition expressiveness
in [26], with additional obligation value that requires
something to be executed. However, this paper focuses
only on access control, and the obligation should be
incorporated in the business logic.

6CRUD stands for Create Retrieve Update Delete

2.4. Conflicts resolution

When policies with both, permit and deny, access
rights are available, conflicts may occur [26,15,11].

There are various ways to solve the conflicts, such
as: default behavior [1,15], algorithms [6], meta-
policies [22], priorities [27], and detection and preven-
tion [45,46,28,30].

2.5. Granularity

The granularity aspect slightly interferes with the
access control models, particularly with RBAC, ABAC
and VBAC, since they define the granularity level.
Granularity defines the policy’s ability to protect cer-
tain peace of data. As Table 1 describes in the columns
Subject and Resource, there are various ways to de-
clare them. The granularity level is often provided
through the mechanism for data or subject selection:
resource (IRI), Statement (triple), resources in class,
triple or quad pattern , basic graph pattern, filter, graph
IRI, dataset URL, SPARQL WHERE expression, and
rules.

In [26] the granularity refers only to data selection,
while reasoning and underlaying formalism aspects
are defined for policy propagation among the subjects.
They have also aspect for Partial Results that defines
how the data will be filtered. Unlike [26], this paper
unifies the subject and resources selection under gran-
ularity, and the partial results aspect was already de-
scribed as type of enforcement.

2.6. Context

The system Proteus [45] is one of the most flexible
in terms of context modeling and using in policies. The
author define real-life use cases that demonstrate the
need for dynamic context definition.

A context is also used in [11,16] and [1], but these
systems use predefined ontologies or attributes for con-
text definition, failing to meet the dynamics require-
ment.

2.7. Correctness

The authorization correctness is only treated in [25]
based on the definitions in the earlier work in the Re-
lational Databases field [47]. The authors only test for
the query rewriting implementation correctness against
a permitted data annotation approach. They do not con-
sider the possible errors in the policy design and defi-
nition processes.
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2.8. Performance

This is the most common evaluation and compar-
ison aspect. It is highly dependent on the enforce-
ment type and the underlaying implementation. Even
though the authors of most approaches provide per-
formance evaluation [1,15,20,11,46,25], each of them
uses different data set for this purpose. Besides dif-
ferent datasets, they use different evaluation scenarios
(queries). The query execution performance depends
on the constructs being used and the underlaying stor-
age technology. This is making the performance com-
parison task even harder.

3. Policy formalization

In order to be more illustrative in the process of for-
mal definition of authorization policies, we will use an
example case. The assumption, in this case, is that the
administrator is familiar with the semantic web tech-
nologies. He/she would also know the structure and the
meaning of the data that should be protected, together
with the actions that should be protected (described in
subsection 3.2).

3.1. Authorization environment

An authorization system protects its data (Def. 1)
that can be used in the requester 7 actions. These ac-
tions may not be allowed; thus they are known as In-
tents (Def. 2). When an intent is sent to an autho-
rization enabled system, it usually provides some evi-
dence [26]. The evidence often includes the requester
information, the intended action with its arguments
and other time and spatial information. It is also a com-
mon practice to include the software agent parameters
as evidence, since it submits the intent on behalf of the
requester.

Def. 1 Protecting data (D) is a set of statements and
resources that the authorization system should protect.

Def. 2 Intent (I) is a set of statements and resources
that define the requester intent together with its envi-
ronment.

7The requester is often referred to as agent or subject in the liter-
ature.

univ:Faculty

rdfs:label
univ:network_address

univ:StudyProgram

rdfs:label

univ:Subject

rdfs:label
univ:has_professor

univ:User

rdfs:label
univ:DTYPE
univ:email
univ:name
univ:phone

univ:Grade

univ:grade_value

univ:faculty
univ:works_at

univ:Course

rdfs:label
univ:year

univ:subjectuniv:for_student

univ:has_course

univ:has_professor

Fig. 1. University ontology

3.2. Example protecting data model

Fig. 3.2 displays the ontology from the Univer-
sity domain, containing relations among the follow-
ing classes: faculty, study program, subject, course,
grade, and user. Let us assume that the instances and
the triples from this ontology are stored into multiple
datasets and graphs, such that there is separate dataset
for each univ : Faculty, and a distinct graph for each
univ : S tudyProgram.

The data from these datasets will be accessed by the
following groups of requesters:

Anonymous requesters are not associated to any re-
source from the dataset.

Users are all subjects represented with the class univ:User.
Professors are users that are connected with univ:Course

through the property univ:has_professor.
Students are users that are connected with univ:Course

through the property univ:for_student.
Technical Staff are subset of the users with ’Tech-

Staff’ as value of their property univ:DTYPE.

These groups are designed to describe the different
duties described in [14]. The anonymous group is dis-
joint from all other groups, providing static separation
of duty, while the Users group contains the Professors,
Students, and Technical Staff groups, and thus present-
ing hierarchy. The professors and the students are not
explicitly separated, giving a possibility for a subject
to be professor and student at the same time, which is
possible in real life (post-doctoral students can be pro-
fessors).
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The system that should be protected enables access
and management of the previously described data. It
provides the following actions:

– SPARQL 1.1 endpoint
– create new faculty
– delete faculty
– rename faculty

3.3. Requirement analysis

Let’s consider the following requirement:

Req. 1 The professors can manage their courses’
grades from their faculty’s network.

Req. 2 The professors can not manage their inactive
courses’ grades.

The policy administrator’s first task is to understand
the requirement. Then he/she should identify the men-
tioned concepts and relations in the underlaying data
and its model. For easier analysis of the Req. 1 and
Req. 2 in Fig. 2 is shown a NLP static dependency
parse [12] obtained using [29] 8 for a combination of
the two sentences. The elements annotated with NN or
NNS POS tags[12] represent common nouns that re-
fer to general concepts. The terms courses[NNS]9, fac-
ulty[NN] and grades[NNS] have corresponding classes
in the university ontology that models the protect-
ing data, and their mapping to the resources is a
trivial task. Using the requesters’ group definitions
in §3.2, the administrator can deduce that the term
professors[NNS] refer to the instances of the class
univ:User that have a property univ:has_professor
pointing toward them. The link network

poss7−−→ faculty
from Fig. 2 defines that the network is possessed by the
faculty, and it unambiguously identifies the property
univ:internal_network_address.

The term mange[VB] denotes the intent’s action
that should be protected. Since the administrator is a
human being capable for reasoning, and by assump-
tion is familiar with the system’s organization and
technologies, he/she can infer that this requirement
can only protect the SPARQL endpoint action, and
it allows all query forms. Fig. 2 shows that there
are tree main dependency branches originating from

the action: (1) aux7−−→can, (2)
nsub j7−−−→The professors, (3)

8http://demo.ark.cs.cmu.edu/parse
9The notation term[POS tag] will be used from now on when re-

ferring terms from the dependency parse

dob j7−−→their courses’ grades, and (4)
prep7−−→from their fac-

ulty’s network. The branch (1) provides that the man-
age action can be executed over the permitted data; (2)
defines a condition that should be satisfied by the re-
quester; (3) defines which resources and triples are per-
mitted 10, and (4) defines the intent’s agent address ie.
the context in which the policy will be valid.

The term their[PRP$] also should be taken into ac-
count in the policy design. It is annotated with the POS
tag PRP$ that describes that it is a possessive pronoun.
In his requirement, this means that the courses[NNS]
and the faculty[NN] are possessed by some profes-
sors[NNS], which is not modeled in the data. How-
ever, since there is only one relation between the
univ:User and the other two classes, it is most likely
that the possessiveness refers to the univ:works_at for
the univ:Faculty, and to the univ:has_professor for the
univ:Course possessiveness.

In Req. 2 is almost identical with Req. 1. The dif-
ference is that it does not impose condition about the
intent’s address, but it introduces the adjective inac-
tive. This term from this requirement describes a prop-
erty of the courses that is not present in the data defi-
nition model. In order to model the policy for the Req.
2, the administrator must be familiar with, or other-
wise to obtain the definition for active course. Let as-
sume that he/she already knows that the course is ac-
tive its univ:year’s 01 September until the next year’s
01 September. This shows that the new relation de-
pends on the intent’s invocation moment i.e.,. there is
a link between D and I that should be modeled in the
policy in order to define which data is modeled by the
requirement.

When Req. 1 and Req. 2 are aligned against each
other, there is obvious conflict between them. Req. 2
is valid for the professors no matter where they are,
denying access to their inactive courses’ grades. On
the other hand, Req. 1 is a bit more restrictive when it
comes to its activation, and it is valid only when the
professors access from their faculty, but it is more gen-
eral with respect to the protected data, meaning that it
protect all requester’s courses. The conflict here is that
Req. 2 forbids management of inactive courses, while
Req. 1 allows the action only when it is requested from
the faculty. The challenge imposed here is how the ad-
ministrator can detect this kind of conflicts and how to
resolve them.

10If the policy was denying the action, then these resources and
triples were going to be prohibited
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Fig. 2. Requirement dependency parse

3.4. Formal definitions

For complex domain models, it is not possible to de-
fine all the authorization rules in one statement (one
requirement). Thus, the authorization systems have to
support modeling of multiple requirements that define
the protection for various scenarios and data parts. This
implies that the authorization system should operate
using multiple policies that can be activated depend-
ing on the scenario, which is represented by the incom-
ing intent and the system’s overall state. The activated
policies should define the enforcement method that de-
scribes whether the action or partial data is permitted
or prohibited. The policies should also define their tar-
get i.e. the data they protect. Additionally, when there
are multiple activated policies for the same scenario,
there should be a way to combine them.

The administrator should enable the policy format to
model an arbitrary authorization request. Considering
the discussion above and the examples from Section 3,
there are four generalized parts that the policy should
model, as defined in Def. 3.

Def. 3 Policy is a tuple of 〈α, ϕ, ε, ρ〉 that defines the
condition α(I ∪ D) that an intent I should satisfy in
relation to the protected data D, so that interaction
ε ∈ {re ject, allow, include, exclude} will be enforced
with the result data R = ϕ(I ∪ D). The element ρ
is a comparator that is used for conflict resolution, α
stands for policy activation condition and ϕ represents
a partial data filtering function.

3.5. Policy activation

The first part is the activation condition α. In the
best case scenario, this condition should be executed
against all available facts at the execution moment
(I ∪ D). The enforcement process executes α first in
order to determine whether the policy should be con-
sidered in the next enforcement phases. The activa-
tion function is a required condition provided as a
natural language rule combination. Thus, it can be
formally observed as a set of rules combined with
a boolean expression using the operators ¬,∨,∧.

Each rule may contain variables, the existence quan-
tifier (∃), and predicates. For convenience, this paper
uses the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [21]
predicates. The predicates in the form of: predi-
cate(subject,object), where predicate denotes a con-
crete property that connects the subject and object re-
sources passed as arguments. The subject and object
parts can be described with any value blank element
_(lowerdash), an IRI that represents concrete resource
and variables starting with question mark (?). The
build-in functions will be used in the form buildin(fn,
r1,..rn), where fn is the name of the build-in function,
and the r1,...rn are the resources or variables used as
its arguments. The Ex. 1 shows the definition of the
activation function α for the Req. 1. The belongs_in
predicate is used for the compact representation of IP
address network membership check, as a build-in func-
tion.

Ex. 1

α(I ∪ D)←∃〈?r, ?ip, ?c, ? f , ?na〉,

?r, ?ip ∈ I

∧?c, ? f , ?na ∈ D

∧ requester(_, ?r)

∧ requested_ f rom_ip(_, ?ip)

∧ has_pro f essor(?c, ?r)

∧ works_at(?r, ? f )

∧ network_address(? f , ?ip)

∧ buildin(belongs_in, ?ip, ?na)

3.6. Partial data filtering

The partial data filtering function ϕ is executed over
the protecting data D combined with the intent’s data I
when possible. The requirements from Section 3 were
additionally composed of rules that should be satisfied
by the resources and their relationships in order to be
protected by the policy. Thus, ϕ can be represented in a
similar way to the activation function, with a predicate
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combination. The difference from α’s representation
is that ϕ infers new triples, instead of testing variable
mapping existence.

Ex. 2

ϕ(I ∪ D) ≡

?r, ?time ∈ I∧?g, ?p, ?o, ?c, ?y ∈ D

∧ requester(_, ?r)

∧ invocation_time(_, ?time)

∧ has_pro f essor(?c, ?r)

∧ has_course(?g, ?c)

∧ year(?c, ?y)

∧? f rom← buildin(date, ?y, 9, 1)

∧?to← buildin(date, ?y + 1, 9, 1)

∧ (¬buildin(a f ter, ?time, ? f rom)

∨ ¬buildin(be f ore, ?time, ?to))

⇒ triple(?g, ?p, ?o)

Ex. 2 shows the representation of the partial data fil-
ter function for Req. 2. The construct triple(?g, ?p, ?o)
is used to select statements that have a variable as a
predicate, while the implication is used to denote that
when the precondition from its left side is true, the con-
sequence on the right side selects the data that will be
protected by the policy.

3.7. Policy enforcement methods

The policy enforcement methods define how will the
system process the policy when it is activated. Accord-
ing to the literature analysis presented in Secition 2
the following enforcement methods can be identified:
(1) allowing or denying actions, (2) include or exclude
parts of data and (3) positive and negative obligations.
The obligations are treated as a part of the business
logic in this paper, and will not be considered in the
authorization process.

The Def. 3 has identified the following possible val-
ues {re ject, allow, include, exclude}, from now on re-
ferred to as {ε×, εX, ε+, ε−} . When a policy with ε×
enforcement method is activated, the system rejects the
intent as a whole, and the intent’s processing stops at
the same point. This enforcement method has empty
partial data filter function ϕ, since it is never invoked.

When the enforcement method is εX, then the action is
allowed without additional partial data filtering.
ε+ and ε− enforcement methods are used to permit

or prohibit interactions with the parts of the protection
data D selected with the partial data filtering function
ϕ.

3.8. Policy combination

The policy combination is important for two main
reasons: (1) breaking down a complex authorization
into simpler rules and (2) conflict resolution.

The policy combination can be observed from two
different perspectives: set operations and logical oper-
ations. The first perspective is discussed in [15], and it
suggests that the policies11 should be combined with⋃
ϕ+ \

⋃
ϕ−, that is same as

∨
ϕ+ ∧ ¬

∨
ϕ−, since

there is bijection equivalence mapping among them.
The previous combination method is not suitable for

conflict resolution, since the excluding policies have
a higher priority, and the administrators do not have
a control of this process. As analyzed in Section 2,
there are three most common approaches for a conflict
resolution: meta-policies, priority, and harmonization.
The last approach does not resolve the conflicts, but
provides tools for their detection and requires disjoint
policies. The meta-policies are rules that define the re-
sult in a conflict situation and have a higher priority
than the other, which makes this approach part of the
paradigm for a conflict resolution with priorities.

The priority conflict resolution defines a policy or-
dering, such that one policy’s data protection is more
important than another. This way is the most flexible
because it is similar to the way the requirement defines
the conflict resolution and it is easier to say which rule
is more important. Even when a new rule is introduced
to resolve the conflict, that rule has a higher priority
than the other. This is the cause for the combination
comparator ρ in Def. 3, which defines the priority of
the policy. Def. 4 defines an operator for combining an
ordered set of policies.

Def. 4 Policy result combination is a non-commutative
operator � predicate operator such that:

〈ε1, ϕ1〉 � 〈ε2, ϕ2〉 =

{
〈ε1, ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2〉, ε1 = ε2
〈ε1, ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2〉, ε1 6= ε2

11In this description the partial data filter function ϕ has super-
script + or - if it is part of a policy with enforcement method ε+ and
ε−, correspondingly.
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Fig. 3. Enforcement process

Ex. 3 defines the different output for different policy
priority assignments. Note that the function ϕ is exe-
cuted over a set of statements and returns a filtered set
of statements. Thus the corresponding boolean expres-
sions from Def. 4 could be described as union ∪ and
set minus \ relations over the resulting sets from the ϕ
results.

Ex. 3 There are policies that include Φ1,Φ2, and ex-
clude Φ3 part of the data, so that Φ∩ = Φ1 ∩Φ2 ∩Φ3

and Φ∩ 6= ∅. The result sets Φi = ϕi(D ∪ I), i ∈ [1, 3]
are in conflict (Φ∩ 6= ∅) and the administrator can
choose one of their 6 possible orderings. Here are
three example resolution results:

ρ1 < ρ2 < ρ3 ⇒〈ε+, (Φ1 ∪ Φ2) \ Φ3〉

ρ1 < ρ3 < ρ2 ⇒〈ε+, (Φ1 ∪ Φ3) \ Φ2〉

ρ3 < ρ2 < ρ1 ⇒〈ε−, (Φ3 \ Φ2) \ Φ1〉

3.9. Enforcement process

In practice, everything starts with a requester intent,
that is sent to the system with implemented authoriza-
tion enforcement. The requester can choose to provide
multiple pieces of evidence in the intent, among which
can be its identity, additional attributes about him/her,
the environment in which it operates, the action he/she
intends to invoke, and some additional action parame-
ters.

The authorization system is the component that in-
tercepts the intent and decides whether the requested
action will be allowed or denied, and in the first case
filters the data available in action. This generalized au-
thorization system is displayed in Fig. 3. The figure
shows that the intent pass through the activation func-
tion (αi, i ∈ [1, n] ∧ n = |P|) of each policy from P.
Then, if ε = re ject, the action is rejected, otherwise

the partial result filter (ϕ j, j ∈ [1, k] ∧ k ≤ n) is in-
voked, where k is the number of the activated policies
for the scenario. The last part shows that the results
from each activated policy are combined using the �
operator. The indexes of the policies are sorted accord-
ing to the comparator ρ, used for a conflict resolution.

4. Access control aspects

The comparison aspects provided in §2 are mainly
defined by the policy format and enforcement imple-
mentation. However, the analysis and the comparison
available in the literature rarely connect them to the
time and budget for requirements transformation into
policies. Instead, most of the approaches provide char-
acteristic values for each aspect that can not be in-
tuitively compared. For example, Table 1 provide the
values of each analyzed aspect, but it is hard to com-
pare the systems based on this information. The same
holds with the categorization presented in [26]. The
comparison tables are a convenient way to eliminate
the systems that do not fit the requirement, but when
multiple candidates remain, it is hard to rank them
based on this information.

The client authorization requirements transforma-
tion into policies is a manual process. The policy for-
mat and language directly influence the required skills
and time for their management.

The client requirement defines when (Context) and
how (Action) can somebody (Requester) interact with
what resources (Resource). As discussed in §3.4, the
resources are part of the protection data D, that lies
hidden behind the authorization. The Context, the
Requester and the Action that should be protected are
part of the intent I, that is dynamic and different every
time. In many cases, the requester is represented by a
resource, and they are somehow linked to the context
and other resources (as shown in Req. 1). Req. 2 de-
fines a scenario where there is a need to connect the
protection data with the context. The protection data D
and the intent I are composed of a set of statements (or
can be simply transformed into this form) that form a
graph. From hereafter, the union from these two linked
graphs will be referred to as ProtectionContext12.

Every authorization system relies on some policies
that model the requirements. The policy model con-
strains the authorization process flexibility, imposing

12The name is inspired from the work in [45]
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limits of the possible requirement that can be pro-
tected. The policy language and formalism in the sys-
tem require corresponding skills from the administra-
tors. The model and the available tools available define
the speed of requirement transformation into policies.

As discussed in the introduction of the paper, find-
ing a suitable authentication system in a given context
is not a trivial task. The reviewers should peak the sys-
tem that best matches their team skills, and uses policy
model that can represent all client requirements. The
system should also provide fast enough requirement
transformation into policy, and a way to guaranty the
policy correctness. At the end, the authorization per-
formance trade-off should be acceptable. All these as-
pects will be discussed in more details in the rest of
this section.

4.1. Flexibility aspect

Def. 5 Flexibility is the ability to transform an arbi-
trary requirement into policies.

Since Def. 3 models the requirement transformation
into policy, an authorization system flexibility from
Def. 5 can be directly correlated with this definition so
that it will represent which parts from Def. 3 are cov-
ered by the system’s policies.

4.1.1. Rule expressiveness
The rules defined for policy activation (α) and par-

tial data filtering (ϕ) are composed of multiple pred-
icates because they are modeling the requirement’s
statements. As shown in Ex. 1 and Ex. 2, these predi-
cates can be connected with ∧,∨,¬ operators13. There
is also a membership ∈ introduced in those rules be-
cause the requester is always obtained from the intent’s
statements graph. A policy’s model flexibility level de-
pends on its ability to represent all these predicates and
combination operators in the enforcement system.

The rule expressiveness should be considered sepa-
rately for the activation and partial data filtering, since
the authorization systems may use different ways to
define them. The PPO ontology [35] and the Schi3ld
platform [11] are such examples, where they both
use SPARQL ASK queries for policy activation, but
the partial resource protection is either with direct re-
source linking using IRI or with triple patterns.

The membership operator is usually incorporated in
the system implementation, where the activation func-

13The implication operator⇒ is omitted since it can be represent
as: a⇒ b ≡ ¬a ∨ b.

tion can be executed using the intent as an argument
(α(I)), but when it comes to select, which graph or
data set is allowed few approaches provide this flexi-
bility. The dataset membership is implemented in [20]
through access control lists, while graph membership
is discussed in [24,25] through graph patterns, and
SPARQL queries in [13,11].

The authorization systems are most diverse when
it comes to the allowed predicates. The main goal of
the predicates is to define a rule about the statements,
which are composed of subject, property14 and object
resources. Some system allow arbitrary predicates as
part of the SPARQL queries [11,13,35], some varia-
tion of SWRL rules [1,13,30] or other form of triple se-
lection [15,16,24,25,31,32]. The approaches [7,11,20]
use few fixed predicates by class or exact IRI, thus pro-
viding less flexibility for requirement transformation.
The support for statement filter using these predicates
is shown in Table 2, under the columns TP, for the ac-
tivation and partial data filtering functions separately.

There are rules that filter out some of the primitive
properties of the resources, such as the _in_network
predicate from Ex. 1. The approaches that are based
on SPARQL and SWRL support their built-in pred-
icates and may provide extensions depending on the
standard’s implementation. The support for this type of
filters is shown in Table 2 in the columns PF. In these
columns, the support for filtering is presented, while no
further analysis about the particular supported filtering
functions is made.

The combination with all possible operators is sup-
ported only in the approaches that are based on a
SPARQL or SWRL variant. There are approaches that
support only ∧ operator [15,16], or primitive filter
combination [31]. There are also approaches that does
not support rule combination at a policy level [7,20,25,
35].

Since the activation and partial data filtering con-
dition are expressed with natural language, that can
closely be modeled with a first order predicate logic,
and it imposes infinite space of rules. The authoriza-
tion system can choose to model part of this space, but
it is impossible to define to which extent they can pro-
tect the requirements. Table 2 shows the extent of ex-
pressiveness in the reviewed approaches on the activa-
tion function α and partial data filter function ϕ. The
supported expressive elements are marked with y.

14The term property is used to avoid ambiguity with the logical
predicates mentioned earlier.
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Table 2
Activation and partial data filtering rule expressiveness

Intent evidences and linking Activation - α Partial Data Filtering - ϕ ε

C CR CD RD TP PF C Gm DSm TP PF C Gm DSm

Hollenbach et al. [20] c,i y +

Sacco et al. [37] y y y y y y ±
Toninelli et al. [46] α, ϕ α, ϕ α, ϕ α, ϕ y y y y y y ×,±

Muhleisen et al. [30] α, ϕ y y y y +

Flouris et al. [15] y y p ±
Kirrane [24] r,i y y ±

Dietzold & Auer [13] α, ϕ y y y y y y y +

Costabello et al. [11] α α i y ±
Franzoni et al. [16] i y y p ±

Abel et al. [1] α, ϕ α, ϕ α, ϕ α, ϕ y y y y y y ±
Chen&Stuckenschmidt [7] r p ±
Oulmakhzoune et al. [31] i y y ±

Kirrane [25] y y y y y y ±
Padia et al. [32] ϕ y y y y ±

C - context evidence; CR - context requester link; CD - context data link; RD - requester data link; TP - triple pattern; PF - primitive filter;
Gm - graph membership; DSm - dataset membership; y-yes; i-resource IRI; c-Class; r-Role; p-partially; &-conjunction only

4.1.2. Intent evidences and linking
There are three essential pieces of evidence that the

intent should provide: the action with its attributes,
the requester, and the requester’s context. If these at-
tributes are available, the question is whether the poli-
cies can model these data.

Most of the systems usually provide the intended
action and the requester is through its IRI, Class or
Role [7,16,20,24,25], while the authors of [11,37] are
using WebID [43] for adding additional requester’s at-
tributes into the intent. Additional contextual attributes
are provided in [1,11,46].

Another issue is whether the intent’s evidence can
be connected with the protection data. Linking of all
intent’s evidence with the protection data in both, ac-
tivation and partial data filter rules is provided only
in [1,46], while in [13] this is achieved without the
presence of context information.

The evidence and the linking of the intent with the
underlying data can be differently utilized in the ac-
tivation and data filtering functions. Table 2 shows
whether the context evidence can be modeled in the
policies in each of the approaches, as well as whether
these evidence are considered together with the re-
quester and the data in the α and ϕ functions.

4.1.3. Enforcement methods coverage
All enforcement methods denoted with ε in Def. 3

are covered in [46]. All other policy system either pro-
tect only action or only the data.

Table 2 summarizes the approaches regarding the
enforcement methods in its column ε.

4.1.4. Conflict resolution ability
The conflict resolution is rarely treated in the re-

viewed literature, even though it limits the ability to
put all requirements in a single context for system pro-
tection. The system that does not provide conflict res-
olution is difficult for maintenance since they require
from the administrators to split up the client require-
ments into disjoint policies that fit in the overall pro-
tection. Even in the cases when this is possible, it is er-
ror prone and affects to the system correctness. Some
systems are providing conflict detection to simplify the
maintenance [46].

Most of reviewed approaches are using default op-
timistic or pessimistic protection [1,11,15]. Some ap-
proaches use meta-policies [22,24], but they do not
discuss the case of conflicts between them. Policy pri-
ority assignment is discussed in §3.8, and the potential
of this approach is highlighted there.

4.2. Maintainability aspect

Maintainability is determined by the time required
to transform the policies from the requirement, and
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to validate their correctness. The transformation pro-
cess can output a number of policies per requirement,
which mainly define the required time. Different client
requirements may have different complexity, and thus
require a different number of policies, which makes it
difficult to compare the systems’ maintenance efforts,
due to this variance. Thus, the policy complexity also
plays an important role, but it diminishes with respect
to the policy number cardinality.

The policy number mainly depends on the way acti-
vation, and partial data filtering functions are defined.
Here, the policy expressiveness plays the most impor-
tant role.

In cases when the resources are provided directly [11,
20,24], a number of policies are equal to the cross-
product of the involved requesters, actions, and re-
sources. The definition of attribute value significantly
lowers the policy number, but the number depends on
the separation of the resources and subjects based on
sharing attributes. The basic graph patterns with filters
are indeed query where expressions, that provide fine-
grained resource and subject selection with one query.
The rules have the same flexibility as the queries.

The policy validation process depends on the tools
available, and it is not dependent on the policy format.
This process will be modeled in the correctness aspect
since it serves to assure that the transformation is error
free.

4.3. Understandability aspect

Understandability can be observed as the time re-
quired to master the policy format and language. As
a general rule, the time required to master a skill is
proportional to the price paid for a person that already
possess the skill.

The reasoning and formalism aspects are discussed
under the policy specification category in [26], and
the policy language in [11]. These policy features di-
rectly define the required skills for policy manage-
ment. The following knowledge requirements are men-
tioned through their work:

– Description Logic (RDF, RDFS, OWL)
– Deontic logic (permission, obligation)
– Logic Programming (Rules, SWRL)
– DATALOG
– Sorted first order logic
– Deduction
– Abduction
– RDFS entailment

– Subsumption
– Query languages (SPARQL, SeRQL)

A ranking of these skills depends on the evaluator’s
standpoint and is highly subjective. Thus, this paper
only identifies the most common skills for authoriza-
tion management but does not assign concrete rankings
for them.

4.4. Correctness aspect

The correctness is a key aspect of all systems. It
defines whether the system can guaranty that the re-
sources will be accessed according to the requirement.
Conflict resolution and prevention techniques can sig-
nificantly improve the overall system correctness, but
tools for policy results examination are necessary to
evaluate the policies against the requirements.

During the policy design and enforcement pro-
cesses, the following mistakes stand out:

– Policy mismatches requirement
– Overseen conflict
– Unresolved conflict
– Implementation bugs

The first tree mistakes occur during policy design
phase due to human imperfection. The only way to
overcome them is with tools for policy testing, conflict
detection and ability for conflict resolution.

The implementation bugs mainly affect the systems
with query rewriting and per action enforcement. The
per action protected systems should be tested with unit
tests for all subject types in order to guaranty their cor-
rectness, while the query rewriting enforcement can
be assured with result comparison against the origi-
nal query run over a previously annotated permitted
data [25].

5. Ranking guideline

The comparison tables presented in [11,26] provides
enumerated values assignment for the presented as-
pects. These values are useful for system categoriza-
tion and elimination if some required feature is absent.
When there are multiple suitable systems, it is hard
to tell which one is better only from the table values,
since the enumerations are not intended for this pur-
pose. Another disadvantage of the table preview is that
it may be subjective, and it is hard to prove its accu-
racy. As discussed in §4, the tables can approximate
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the real systems in order to be easier for understanding.
Such was the case with Table 2, which do not show
whether the elements from different columns can coex-
ist in a same policy or system. Additionally, filling the
table’s values requires high analytical skills and sys-
tem understanding, and is a time-consuming process.

This paper tries to overcome these disadvantages,
as well as to simplify and speed up the system review
process, by introducing the requirements from Table 3.
These requirements are for the university domain on-
tology and data introduced in §3. These requirements
are easy to understand, and their modeling in the au-
thorization system is unambiguous, meaning that they
can be either transformed to policies or not. Thus, they
can be used for objective flexibility determination, not
only as a numeric indicator but also can clearly shape
the limits of the authorization mechanism.

It is important to note that these requirements are
far from sufficient for flexibility determination, com-
pared to the infinite space of possible requirements dis-
cussed in §3.4. However, this set of requirements is in-
tended to be used as a starting point for the authoriza-
tion system review process. The evaluators can easily
add new requirements that fit their contextual needs,
or remove the one that is irrelevant, and thus shape the
process to their needs. These initial requirements are
used to demonstrate the ranking guideline for autho-
rization systems, presented in Eq. 1.

R = C f ∗ I f +Cm ∗ Im +Cu ∗ Iu +Cc ∗ Ic +Cp ∗ Ip (1)

Eq. 1 defines the ranking of the system as a weighted
linear combination of the aspects’ indicators (the cap-
ital I). The capital C are contextual weights for each
aspect. They are intended for tuning the importance
of the corresponding indicator in the reviewing con-
text. The values for each indicator are described in the
following subsections. Before going into details about
them, let’s first define the ranking steps:

1. Define a suitable set of requirements relevant in
the evaluation context.

2. Set each aspect’s relevance weight (C f ,Cm,Cu,
Cc, and Cp) and mapping values µu for each re-
quired skill

3. Identify which of them can be transformed into
policy.

4. If some key requirements can not be modeled,
reject the system.

5. Transform the requirements into policies (the one
that can be modeled).

6. Calculate the numerical indicators I f , Im, Iu, Ic,
and Ip.

7. Calculate the ranking value based on Eq. 1.

The steps 1 and two are executed only at the begin-
ning, while all other steps are executed for each re-
viewed authorization system. Step 4 rejects the sys-
tems that are not able to protect the most important
requirements and thus shortens the evaluation time.
In the next subsections, each indicator is explained in
more details.

5.1. Flexibility indicator I f

The flexibility aspect was defined in §4.1, and Eq. 2
presents a numerical indicator for the flexibility aspect,
according to Def. 5.

I f =
#supported requirements

#all requirements
(2)

The different factors that influence flexibility were
identified and were presented in Table 2. The intent
expressiveness and its linking with the data is one di-
mension that limits the flexibility, while the rule ex-
pressiveness is the other. The requirements from Ta-
ble 3 are trying to cover these dimensions. A1 does
not require an activation function and has simple state-
ment conditions for partial data filtering without prim-
itive filters and combinations. The graph membership
is used in TS1, and dataset membership in SU1.

The column ε defines whether the policy denies the
action, or includes/excludes a partial data. The column
evidence describes which evidences are used for acti-
vation or partial data filtering. The Greek letter α de-
notes the evidence required for activation, while ϕ de-
scribes what is used for partial data filtering. The sub-
script r describes that only the requester is used in the
corresponding rule, while cd and rd denote that the
data is combined with the context or requester evi-
dence, correspondingly.

The columns "α expr." and "ϕ expr." describe the ex-
pressiveness values required for modeling of the acti-
vation and partial data filtering rules in the correspond-
ing requirement. The values in these two columns are
described in Table 2.

The requirements from Table 3 also cover a conflict
resolution cases. There are four conflicts in these re-
quirements: A2-U1 and A2-S1 for mobile phone ac-
cess, A2-U2 for mobile phone modification and P1-
P2 for course’s grade modification. The column ρ de-
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Table 3
Protection requirements

# Requirement ρ ε Evidences α expr. ϕ expr.

A1 The faculty’s, study program’s and subject’s properties are publicly
available for everyone.

1 + / / TP

A2 The users’ mobile phone number is private. 3 - αr TP TP, PF

U1 The users can view their own properties and the direct properties of the
resources connected with them.

4 + αr , ϕrd TP TP, C

U2 The users can manage their name, phone or email. 5 + αr , ϕrd TP TP

S1 The students can see everything about the professors. 2 + αrd , ϕrd TP, C TP, C

S2 The students can see their course colleagues during the semester. 6 + αrd , ϕcd,rd TP, C TP, C

P1 The professors can manage their courses’ grades from their faculty’s
network.

7 + αrc,rd , ϕrd TP, C, PF TP, C

P2 The professors can not manage their inactive courses’ grades. 8 + αr,rd , ϕrd,cd TP, C TP, C, PF

P3 The professors can see the average grade for every student from their
faculty.

9 + αrd , ϕrd TP, C TP, C, DSm

TS1 Technical Staff can manage study programs only for his/hers faculty. 10 + αrd , ϕrd TP, PF TP, C, Gm

TS2 Technical Staff can manage everything for all students and professors at
their faculty, including the grades for the subjects from the faculty.

11 + αrd , ϕrd TP, PF TP, C, DSm

SU1 Only super users can manage the faculties. 12 X αr , ϕd TP, PF DSm

MP1 Policy A2 has lower priority from U1

MP2 Policy A2 has lower priority from U2

MP3 Policy S1 has lower priority from A2

MP4 Policy P1 has lower priority from P2

fines each policy priority and is used to infer the meta-
policies with prefix MP. These conflict resolution re-
quirements are added to the total number so that the in-
dicator will cover the conflict resolution ability of the
reviewed system.

It is clear that these requirements do not cover all
possible flexibility options, but the review process al-
ways starts with an execution context as a precondi-
tion, and these requirements are good starting point for
shaping the evaluation toward this context.

5.2. Maintainability indicator Im

As described in section 4.2, this paper defines a
maintainability indicator as reciprocal of the average
number of policies required to protect the requirements
defined in Table 3. The reciprocity is introduced in or-
der to provide higher value for systems that are easier
to maintain with less policies. This is shown in Eq. 3.

Im =
#all implementable requirements

#policies
(3)

5.3. Understandability indicator Iu

Iu =

si∈Sas∑
µu(si) (4)

The understandability depends heavily on the eval-
uation context, the administrator’s skills in particular.
In section 4.3 were presented some possible values for
this aspect. A numerical ranking of these aspects is a
subjective process. Thus, the indicator this paper pro-
pose for this aspect is the sum of the evaluator assigned
weights for each of the languages and formalisms. This
way the evaluator can decide which of those values are
closer to him/her, and which would require a longer
time to learn.

The Eq. 4 is describing this relationship where µu

is the mapping function that assigns a numerical value
for understandability of the skill, and Sas is the set of
the required skill for the evaluating authorization sys-
tem (as).

This way the evaluator can account each skill re-
quired by the authorization system regarding whether
some of the team members possess it; how long would
it take to master it; or how much will it cost to out-
source it or to hire a person with that skill.
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5.4. Policy correctness indicator Ic

The policy definitions correctness depends on the
ability for their validation, conflict detection and res-
olution. In this process, only human can validate the
correctness of the requirement.

Since conflict resolution was discussed as a part of
the flexibility aspect, the correctness will only depend
on the mechanisms and tools available for policy test-
ing and conflict resolution. Since all systems should be
tested for implementation correctness by their authors,
this type of correctness is not considered as a part of
the correctness indicator.

The following values can be made:

– no testing nor conflict detection is available ⇒
Ic ← 0,

– only conflict detection is available ⇒ Ic ← 1,
and

– only testing tool is available⇒ Ic ← 2,
– testing with conflict detection and resolution ⇒

Ic ← 3.

The reason for value 1 assignment when there is
only conflict detection available is because the conflict
detection is a subset of whole testing ability that is re-
quired.

5.5. Performance indicator Ip

The performances are the aspect that depends on
from the enforcement implementation. As discussed in
§2, the authors of different authorization systems are
using different data set and evaluation scenarios. Some
common practices are to compare the performances of
the test queries against the unprotected system, mea-
suring the correlation between the processing time and
dataset size, and the correlation between the number
of the policies (or their constructs) with the perfor-
mances. In [25] the authors additionally evaluate the
query against different SPARQL query types, account-
ing different way of processing query constructs.

The benchmark in [5] shows that the query construct
combination and the processing engines can influence
different query processing and evaluation times. This
is the reason for introducing the queries from Table 4
that are covering most of the different SPQRQL con-
structs.

The goal of the performance evaluation of an au-
thorization system is to measure its impact depending
on the imposed access control factors. The generalized
model from Fig. 3 shows that for each policy the ac-

Table 4
Test Case Queries

# Question Construct Policies

Q1 Describe subject Describe A1

Q2 Show all students that
passed a given course with
at least 8 (C)

SELECT U1, P1,
P2, TS2

Q3 Check if a certain student
have passed a course

ASK U1, P1,
P2, TS2

Q4 Display the average grade
by professor

Aggregation U1, P1,
P2, TS2

Q5 Select the students that have
average grade below the
course’s average

Sub-query U1, P1,
P2, P3,

TS2
Q6 Select all students, despite

those without phone
number

Exist op. A2, U1,
U2, TS2

Q7 Select everything about the
users and the subjects

Set op. A1, A2,
U1, U2

Q8 Display a list of dependent
subjects for a given subject

Path
expression

A1

Q9 Insert grade for student Insert P1, P2,
TS2

Q10 Remove user’s phone
number

Delete A2, U1,
U2, TS2

Q11 Create study program Add graph TS1

Q12 Remove study program Delete
graph

TS1

Q13 Create faculty Create
dataset

SU1

Q14 Delete faculty Delete
dataset

SU1

tivation function should be evaluated. Thus, the num-
ber of policy and the complexity of the activation func-
tion are one factor that imposes additional processing
time. Also, the complexity of the partial data filtering
function introduces extra time. The activation and data
filtering functions are executed over the stored data,
which size influences the query execution. Depending
on the system’s enforcement type, the performances
may depend on the amount of the protected data. This
is the case in the system that uses enforcement by per-
mitted data annotation and filtering.

For evaluation of the correlation with the dataset
size, there are 3 pre-generated datasets (DS1-DS3)15

with incremental size are available, modeling the in-
stances from the university ontology discussed in §3.
Different size of the protected data can be obtained
when different requester is used in the intent. Except
for Q1, all the other queries return least data for the
regular user, then for the students obtain only their
grades and data, while the professors retrieve the data

15https://github.com/ristes/univ-datasets
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for their students, and the technical staff retrieves all
data from the faculty. The impact of the policies can
be observed by incrementing the number of relevant
policies in each test run by their copying. The eval-
uation process should be repeated with each query
(Qi, i ∈ [1, 14]) from Table 4, with the following steps:

– fds(Qi) : The authorization system with the stan-
dard policy setup will be evaluated against the
datasets DS1-DS3 with the technical staff user as
a requester

– fpd(Qi): The authorization system with the stan-
dard policy setup will be evaluated against the
dataset DS3 with a random requester from each of
the groups: user, student, professor and technical
staff.

– fp(Qi): The authorization system will be evalu-
ated using the DS3 for a technical staff user with
different setups. First without policies, then with
the standard setup, and each next run all policies
will be copied one more time, so that their pro-
cessing impact can be determined.

Ip =

i≤14∑
i=1

µp( fds(Qi)) + µp( fpd(Qi)) + µp( fp(Qi))

(5)

Another challenge is combining all these values to-
gether, since they can differ significantly. This pa-
per proposes the performance indicator presented in
Eq. 5, based on the categorization of the dependencies
through the following function µp:

– µp(speedup)← 1
– µp(insigni f icant slowing)← −0.5
– µp(linear slowing)← −1
– µp(signi f icant slowing)← −2

The decision of what is insignificant and what is sig-
nificant slowing is context dependent and left out for
the evaluator to decide. As a guideline, linear slowing
is a dependency where the function changes linearly
with coefficient around 1. The speedup scenario is pos-
sible due to the reduction of the returned results with
the authorization. Negative values for the slowing cat-
egorizations are introduced in order to lower the rank
of the authorization system when the slowing is more
significant, and to increase the rank when speedup oc-
curs.

5.6. Discussion

For better explanation of the rating guideline, let’s
put the evaluation into a context where the require-
ments from Table 3 are sufficient, and there is a crucial
need for connecting the intent’s requester with the data
through the evaluation process.

The second step from the guideline requires to set
up the relevance context weights for each aspect. Let’s
assume that all the factors are equally important, so
that C f = Cm = Cu = Cc = 1. Since there is no
implementation available for testing of most of the re-
viewed approaches, this explanation will exclude the
performance indicator and will set it contextual weight
to 0 (Cp = 0). Another assumption used here is that
the reviewer is a part of a team that knows SPARQL,
is familiar with SWRL and is conservative and care-
ful when new languages or formalisms are introduced.
Thus, the understandability mapping is assigned as fol-
lows: µu(S PARQL) = −0.5, µu(S WRL − like) = −1
and µu(everythingelse) = −2. The negative values
are introduced to each mapping due to the complex-
ity of each language for policy modeling, meaning
that SPARQL is penalized due to its complexity, even
though the team knows it.

The last condition for connecting the intent’s re-
quester with the data can be used to filter out the
approaches that are not suitable, in order to shorten
the review process. According to Table 2, the work
in [46,30,13,1] matches this condition, and they will
be the only one that will be modeled in the following
ranking steps.

During step four, [46] is able to model all require-
ments from Table 3, except TS1 and TS2, since it poli-
cies do not have ability to express graph membership,
giving flexibility indicator I f = 14/16. The approach
in [30] has flexibility indicator I f = 5/16, covering
the requirements A1, A2, U1, U2 and S1, [13] has
I f = 7/16 (A1, A2, U1, U2, S1, TS1, TS2), and [1]
has I f = 8/16 (A1, A2, U1, U2, S1, S2, P1, P2).

In [46] a descriptive logic programming (LP) is
combined with decision logic (DL), leading to one pol-
icy per modeled requirements (Im = 1) and Iu =
µu(LP) + µu(DL) = −4). [30] uses SWRL based
policies (Iu = −1), [1] uses format similar to SWRL
(Iu = −1) and [13] combines SWRL with SPARQL
construct expressions (Iu = −1.5). Each of them can
model the requirements with one policy, leading to
Im = 1 for all of them.

In respect to the correctness, [30] and [13] are us-
ing enforcement with permitted dataset filtering which
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allows policy result testing, but they do not provide
conflict resolution, leading to Ic = 2. In [1], a query
rewriting approach is presented, but there is no policy
testing nor conflict detection tool or mechanism avail-
able (Ic = 0). The Proteus system [46] utilizes DL and
LP for policy definition, which enables conflict detec-
tion and policy testing, giving Ic = 3.

Once the indicators are computed, the ranking can
be computed using the Eq. 1, which gives highest value
R = 2.3125 to [30], followed by [13] with R = 1.9375,
[46] with R = 0.875, and [1] with R = 0.5. This shows
that the approach presented in [30] is most suitable if
all aspects are equally important, and the performances
are not considered. Once the indicators are calculated,
it is easy to obtain different rankings by tunning the
contextual weights.

6. Conclusion

This paper provides thorough analysis about the au-
thorization systems from the implementers standing
point. It identifies that the process starts with require-
ment transformation into policies that are used for
access control enforcement. The flexibility aspect is
identified as the ability for requirement transformation
into policies, the maintainability represents the time
required for this process, and the understandability is
determined by the required skills to carry out this pro-
cess. The correctness of the transformation process is
also observed, together with the performance implica-
tions that may be acceptable or not.

Using the conclusions from the analyzed literature,
the requirements are formalized in order to define the
authorization aspects better. In §4 are presented mul-
tiple perspectives involved in each aspect, identifying
yet another tabular representation of their values.

In §5 notes that the enumerated values are not
suitable for ranking purposes. The proposed ranking
guideline overcomes this problem with a comprehen-
sive and extensible approach, using multiple require-
ments that cover a significant amount of the flexibil-
ity space. A numerical indicator for each aspect is de-
fined, which enabled the ranking formula definition
as an evaluation context dependent linear combination
from these indicators.
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